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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE EUGENE IHS
GRADUATING CLASS OF 2021!
This was an unprecedented year like no
other and you made it!
CAS Requirements to think about over the summer
for Seniors (Class of 2022) and Juniors (Class of 2023)

Mission Statement:
As global citizens at Eugene
International High School, we aspire
to value diversity, ambiguity,
and discovery––and to act with
responsibility, integrity,
and compassion.

Check out the EUGENE IHS
WEBSITE for information about
Eugene IHS, teacher websites and
contact info, important calendar
dates, and announcements:

CAS (Creativity, Activity, Service) is a fundamental aspect of the Eugene IHS experience. It
is designed to involve students in new roles, get them involved in their local community, and
explore ways in which current activities can become true learning experiences. The emphasis is on
learning by doing real tasks that have tangible outcomes and then reflecting on those experiences.

www.ihs.4j.lane.edu

Seniors - Class of 2022: If able to safely do so, seniors should continue to towards their 150 CAS
hours over the summer. Their completed CAS hours and CAS group project will be due by the
end of April 2022. In addition, they should have started working on the IB Extended Essay (senior
paper) which will be due during trimester 1 of their senior year. Guidelines and deadlines are in
their seminar packets. If a student turned in a partial Blueprint, they will still need to complete
it over the summer in order to be prepared for the senior seminar work in the fall. We will be
working to adjust our senior year experience and expectations to be responsive to the difficulties
of the past year. Please look for updates as we return to school.

SEPT 9 - 9th Grade Orientation Day
SEPT 10 - Classes Begin for All - A DAY
SEPT 14 - Eugene IHS Site Council Mtg,
South Eugene, Rm 538, 4:15pm
SEPT 27 - Welcome to Eugene IHS Parent
Night, Ed Center Auditorium*, 7:00pm (for
all interested Eugene IHS Parents)
SEPT 30 - IB Junior Parent Information
Night, Ed Center Auditorium*, 7:00pm
(mainly for parents of juniors)
OCT 8 - Eugene IHS Opening Assembly,
South Eugene Auditorium (TENTATIVE)
OCT 12 - Eugene IHS Site Council Mtg,
South Eugene, Rm 538, 4:15pm
OCT 15 - NO SCHOOL - Mid-Trimester
Grading/Professional Development
OCT 15 - IB Fees and Registrations Due

Juniors - Class of 2023: Information was presented to all incoming juniors in their history classes.
The presentation is available on our website. Students are required to complete 150 hours of CAS
during junior and senior year. Students should complete a minimum of 15 hours of CAS per
term in order to earn a passing grade for the term and should try to complete 15 hours of service
for first trimester of junior year to fulfill state graduation requirements. Hours earned over the
summer will count towards the hours required for trimester 1 in the fall.
Due to the exceptional circumstances posed by the pandemic, there are a couple of exceptions to the
requirements as stated in the CAS Handbook. First, students do not need to limit their service to a
non-profit organization at this point in time. Doing yard work for an elderly neighbor, for example,
will count as service this summer. Second, parents
may sign all verification forms, including forms for
Technical AdvisorsNeeded!
service. (Normally, parents may only sign for creativity
and activity, and service has to be performed for a
Do you have an expertise in one
recognized non-profit organization.) Students should
or several areas of study? Are you
not engage in any CAS experiences that put them,
willing to spend time mentoring
their family, or the community at risk for COVID-19.
a high school student on their reTheir grade will not suffer if they feel uncomfortable
search and compilation of their senior
participating in service experiences. Students should
paper? Please email one of our Eugene
use the CAS Hours Verification Form to keep track
IHS offices and lend your support to a
of hours and get supervisor signatures for CAS hours
Eugene IHS student who is just beginning
they complete. This form and the CAS Handbook
with guidelines and information can be found under the research process!
CAS info on our website at www.ihs.4j.lane.edu.

Upcoming Dates - Fall 2021/22:

Note: Information will come from host schools
regarding schedules for registration day and the first
day of classes. Please consult your high school and
district calendars for other important events.
*The Ed Center Auditorium is located at 200 N.Monroe.

EUGENE IHS OFFICES:
Eugene IHS @ Churchill
1850 Bailey Hill Road, Eugene, OR 97405
541-790-5225
Eugene IHS @ Sheldon
2455 Willakenzie Road, Eugene, OR 97401
541-790-6636
Eugene IHS @ South
400 East 19th Ave., Eugene, OR 97401
541-790-8030
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To IB Candidates, Teachers, and Parents:
Congratulations to all IB course and diploma candidates
in the class of 2021! This has been an unprecedented year,
but you handled the pressure with grace and composure.
I hope this summer affords all of you a well-deserved
opportunity for rest and rejuvenation.
There were 67 students who successfully completed all
of the extensive requirements of the IB diploma program.
These students were awarded special IB stoles to wear at
graduation to commemorate all of their hard work and
achievements.
Thank you to all the IB teachers and IHS staff who were
asked to do so much more than usual this year as we shifted from in person exams to uploading massive amounts
of materials for the IB external assessments. Without the
assistance and help of so many people, we would not have
been able to ensure that every student who was expecting
to take an exam this year would be able to receive a score.
We feel honored to have had these students for the past
four years.
To Parents of Incoming Juniors and Seniors:
1. MARK YOUR CALENDARS! IB Parent
Information Night will be on September 30th at 7:00pm,
in the Ed Center Auditorium. This is geared towards
parents of juniors, but everyone is welcome. There will
be an IB Sophomore Parent Night in February.
2. IB Parent Handbooks will be handed out at the IB Parent
Information Night and will also be available after that
night at any of the Eugene IHS offices and on our website.
3. Class counseling sessions are offered in your student’s
Eugene IHS classes at the end of sophomore year, the
beginning of junior year, and the beginning of senior year.
We will also provide individual counseling for interested
juniors starting the first week in October.
4. Our Eugene IHS/IB website that can be accessed at
www.ihs.4j.lane.edu.
The International Baccalaureate is becoming more widely
known among university communities and across the
country. IB scores are being accepted for college credit by
an increasing number of universities. Now nearly every
North American university has a credit policy regarding
IB and increasingly gives weight to IB in determining
admissions. We hope that your student will seriously
consider participation in IB as we enter into the new
school year. It is a decision that should, ultimately be
made by the student, but advice and encouragement from
a parent is always helpful. We hope to
see you this fall.
Sincerely,
Steve Smith
Eugene IHS IB Coordinator
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MODEL UNITED NATIONS
The Annual MUN Conference took place on April 9,10,11,
2021. Thirty Eugene IHS students participated in the three
day virtual Model UN conference, including our very own
Secretary General Ahnwyn Bowden. This year, we represented Belgium, Morocco, and South Africa on committees
addressing global issues of security, health, environment,
human rights, justice, and economics. Huge kudos to Steve
Smith for advising the club and supporting online meetings
every week. Massive kudos to Ahnwyn Bowden for building up the program for four years, mentoring new delegates,
cultivating student leaders and committee chairs, and being
elected by her peers to run the state organization in the midst
of a pandemic. Usually during this event the UO campus is
overrun by hundreds of teenagers in suits, so doing this over
zoom wasn’t quite the same, but it was still impressive and
inspiring. Any student can join MUN. Next year students
will be representing Jamaica, Kenya, and Somalia.
Students interested in joining next year should look for
meeting notices posted in the hallways after school starts in
the fall.

MINORU YASUI STUDENT ESSAY
CONTEST FINALIST
Alejandro McClain, Class of 2022, was named a
Finalist in this year’s Minoru Yasui Student Essay
Contest sponsored by the Japanese American Museum
of Oregon.
Minoru Yasui is celebrated for resisting the evacuation
order that sent Japanese Americans to internment camps
during WWII.
A virtual celebration was held for Minoru Yasui Day
where they honored the legacy of Minoru Yasui and
celebrated Alejandro and other student contest winners.
Planning has begun for the 2022 Minoru Yasui Student
Essay Contest and the organization hopes to grow the
contest even more for next year.
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2020-2021 International Baccalaureate Diploma Candidates
Robert Allen
Sonia Altenhoff
Matthew Anderson
Henry Anderson
Emily Avey
Barbara Belcher
Ahnwyn Bowden
Caroline Capper
Amelia Combs
Aiden Cramer
Sydney Dedrick
Jaiden Duke
Olivia Eberle
Peter Ford
Anika Foy
Alesh Fremouw
Lillian Gardner
Owen Grigsby
Celia Guillemin
Garret Gupta
Emma Harden
Ryan Harding

Alejandra Harris Caceres
Brandon Healey
Edgar Hernandez
Ashlyn Heusch
Amanda Hopper-Moore
Olivia Jenson
Finn Juenemann
Liam Kaperick
Sarah Khan
Ethan Lake
Hunter Laws
Auria Lee
Oliver Loreto
Owen Mau
Edith Mayers
Mazie McNamara
Cheyenne Mennenga
Ruby Moore
Jordan Ouellette
Erica Phillips
Eadie Poulsen
Anthony Quesada

Baird Quinn
Aedan Rockefeller
Oscar Roering
Atom Rousseau Jimenez
Joel Sadofsky
Julia Scher
Lucas Scott
Katie Siegfried
Devyn Simmons
Habibatou Soumano
Serena Strode
Benjamin Thoennes
Emmanuel Tiemann
Christopher Toscano
Sophie Ulm
Jenna Ward
Edward Wei
Grace Winetrout
Davis Wingard
Joshua Wright
Aiden Yang
Isabel Yu

2020-2021 International Baccalaureate Higher Level Course Candidates
Lia Aragon
Isabella Beardsley
Elayna Beaty
William Beede
Sahve Beller
Isabella Bigelow
Kaden Bourdage
Nekothyahu Brougher
Jasper Cacioppi
Finnian Camblin
Alexander Caniano
Mavi Cem
Sadie Chase
Camden Crawford
Ruby Daniels
Melody DeStefano
Lauren Diama

Soriah Ellison
Lyra Flinn
Reilly Frazier
Santiago Galindo
Gabrielle Hawkins
Liliana Heaman
Coyote Jones
Josephine Kassube
Natalie King
Lily Lauderbach
Joey Matsuno
Ann McBride
Desmond McCarthy
Alethea McCormack
Cali Moore
Chloé Neuschwanger

Henry Page-Jones
Chloe Poizat
Tia Ramos
Dahlia Reckers-Gatlin
Adriana Ripley
Nathaniel Ross
Dora Schmidt
Ellis Schwarz
Josey Scott
Amalie Valle-Wuite
Colin Vignoul
Morgan Wagers
Savannah Wegener
Jackson Whalen
Ruthanne Wilson
Alexis Zollman

STUDENT GOVERNMENT NEWS
Eugene IHS Student Government held an end of the year trivia night on June
1st. Teachers and students from all campuses played to celebrate the Class
of 2021 and were quizzed on nostalgic IHS content. And there were prizes!
Stay tuned next year as the Eugene IHS Student Government will be back
with planning the traditional events during the school year like the t-shirt
contest, IHS Celebration, and more.
Eugene IHS Graduation, Class of 2021
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2020-2021 French Immersion Graduates
Sonia Altenhoff
Henry Anderson
Lia Aragon
Emily Avey
William Beede
Sahve Beller
Amelia Combs
Ruby Daniels
Soriah Ellison
Lyra Flinn
Anika Foy
Garret Gupta
Alejandra Harris Caceres
Amanda Hopper-Moore
Maheen Jinnah
Coyote Jones
Josephine Kassube
Sarah Khan

Lily Lauderbach
Dimitri Lilles
Oliver Loreto
Olivia Miller
Marie-Ange Mussango
Chloé Neuschwanger
Adriana Ripley
Oscar Roering
Julia Scher
Ellis Schwarz
Dylan Siebert
Katie Siegfried
Devyn Simmons
Habibatou Soumano
Aileenah Thanhardt
Max Van Doorn
Colin Vignoul
Savannah Wegener
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2020-2021 Spanish Immersion Graduates
Isabella Beardsley
Keeley Braatz
Caroline Capper
Sadie Chase
Haley Christopherson
Lauren Diama
Olivia Eberle
Peter Ford
Santiago Galindo
Owen Grigsby
Brandon Healey
Ashlyn Heusch
Ethan Lake
Camille Lawrence

Hunter Laws
Morgan Leon
Owen Mau
Edith Mayers
Mazie McNamara
Juan Mogollon-Ruiz
Kiara Pearson
Sophia Pegram
Eadie Poulsen
Anthony Quesada
Tia Ramos
Sophia Sessions
Serena Strode
Jenna Ward

Advice from students written on the IHS Advice Wall at the Eugene IHS Celebration in the past:

• If you are having rough times outside of school, talk to your
teachers! They will understand.
• Make friends with your teachers.
• Don’t wait on your IA’s.
• Communicate with your teachers! They are very understanding and
want to help you!
• Make the best of it.
• Travel on all of the trips offered!
• Ask questions.
• Don’t be afraid to talk to your teachers! They really do care!
• Think about your EE early!
• Make friends; they can be your greatest asset.
• Use your resources! There are a lot of them out there – identify them
and use them.

• Don’t forget to live a little!
• Don’t try to learn all the material the day before the IB test and don’t read
the whole econ. book before the econ. test! Instead, take notes throughout
the year and read those before the test!!
• Always put your mental and physical health first!
• Put yourself out there. Talk to teachers and friends and give yourself the
down time you need.
• Turn in your IA’s on time!
• Do your work the moment you get it. Future you will thank you.
• Don’t procrastinate.
• Use your creativity.
• Be kind.
• The best is yet to come!

EUGENE IHS GRADUATION
CEREMONY VIEWING LINKS
The virtual Eugene IHS Graduation Ceremony
for the Class of 2021 went live on Thursday,
June 10, 2021. The link will be available
for several months. Click here to view:

Eugene IHS Virtual Graduation Ceremony
The Eugene IHS In-Person Graduation Ceremony for
the Class of 2021 took place on June 11, 2021
at the Sheldon Football Stadium. The live-stream link
will be available for several months as well. Click
here to view:

Eugene IHS In-Person Graduation Ceremony
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LETTER FROM AN ALUMNI
JONATHAN BRUCE, CLASS OF 2006
I graduated from International High School waaaay
back in 2006. Back then, dial-up was still sort of
a thing, Kobe Bryant was still alive, America and
the Bush Administration was still after Sadam and
Osama, and Amazon Prime was more of a novelty
than a mainstay. Looking back, it’s hard to remember
all the major events that happened in my personal life,
local/domestic events and especially the world. Life has
a way of getting away from you after high school. One
thing I can always remember though is my time in IHS.
The name, International High School, evokes an image
of international focus, travel and perhaps even career
path, but as “IHSers” can tell you, what’s in a name? I am
not a grad that has some fantastical story of world travel
and remote work for an NGO. My life after high school
has been unremarkable. I don’t consider that a failure on
my part nor do I consider that a failure of the program.
Actually, I consider it quite the success story. To me,
the program was never about becoming an offbeat,
globetrotting, multilingual, impresario or entrepreneur.
Rather, it was about challenging oneself, learning to
critically think, developing a keen sense of skepticism,
fostering tolerance and developing relationships. These
features create a strong foundation for life and education
beyond high school. IHS taught me to value learning,
to cherish diversity and to respect other viewpoints. It
prepared me for higher learning and for adulthood.
The lessons and values I learned in IHS set me on a course
for success in my personal life, my continuing education and my career. Personally speaking, to be concise, I
think that IHS helped shape me into a more well-rounded
person. I appreciate the open-mindedness that IHS
instilled in me. Once I graduated high school, I went on
to obtain my Bachelor’s and Master’s degree in nursing.
I do not think that would have been possible for me if I
had not gone into the program. Teachers like Mr. Wood,
who would sit down with me after school to work together on paper after paper until my writing was just right,
enabled me to do that. Teachers like Jessica Schabtach,
Mr. Hamill, Mr. Holm, Mr. Gallo, and Mrs. Hammons
all contributed significantly to my learning in their own
way. In my career I continue the values that I developed
in high school and seek new learning, opportunities and
challenges.
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So, with that, here is my story after high school. I went to the
University of Oregon for a year. After that, I went into Lane
Community College. At that school, I obtained my Associates
degree in nursing. During this time is when my wife and I
were married. I got a job working in a community hospital
while I studied towards my Bachelor’s. After my Bachelor’s,
I went for it and obtained my Master’s. While I worked on my
Master’s I started working at RiverBend Hospital. Two year’s
ago my wife and I had our first child. I’m currently working in
the main operating room. I enjoy the work and I enjoy serving
the community. I have, on occasion, even cared for people
I knew in high school or even middle school. I find it very
profound that I had the opportunity to help them during a time
of great need.
I am so thankful for my years in IHS and to all the teachers
that worked so hard to shape me into the person I am today.
Some of my most meaningful relationships come out of IHS
too. I wish all the students in, coming out of, and considering
IHS all the best. Take this time to think about who you are
and who you want to be. These years are formative and the
decisions you make now will truly impact the rest of your life.
So, study hard, keep your mind agile, appreciate those around
you, lean on your teachers, challenge yourself and don’t forget
to have fun. These are crazy times and the world will only get
more complex. Be sure to equip yourself to survive in such
an environment. I didn’t realize back then that one day I’d be
writing a letter like this. If I leave you with one thought it’s
this: you’re writing your letter right now.

Eugene IHS Graduation, Class of 2021
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TRAVEL AND EXCHANGE OPPORTUNITIES
These trips and exchange opportunities are organized and offered by private individuals, groups,
businesses, or non-profits. They are not sponsored by Eugene IHS or the 4J School District.
For more information email the contact listed.

COSTA RICA YOUTH EXCHANGE
This summer surround yourself in the engaging rural
adventure of Costa Rica’s village highlands of Guanacaste.
From the green hills of Tilaran to the lush rainforest of
Monteverde! Our 16 days in-country provide a unique
backroads exploration of small villages connected by one
historic country road linking organic farms and rich
biodiversity. Along the way, visiting students will meet their
high school peers in service projects and social events. Our
program is 90% organized around healthy outdoor activities.
While Costa Rica continues to vaccinate local villages
we will host visiting students this summer at local lodges.
Join us for a truly local adventure!
Dates: July 31st - August 16th.
Confirm your spot today: highschoolspanish.org
Let’s restart summer - and reconnect our youth!
Ilba Prego, Director
(608)698-9628

SUMMER READING
A good way to prepare over the
summer for the next school year
is to READ! It doesn’t matter
what, just read! There is no
specific summer reading list for
Eugene IHS. Just READ!

PLEASE CONSIDER DONATING TO
EUGENE IHS THROUGH EEF!
Eugene Education Foundation’s Board of Directors
approved Eugene International High School’s grant
proposal last year for $3500 for creating Book Love in
9th grade Global Literature Classrooms. Book Love is
a program designed to develop passion and stamina in
adolescent readers by giving them access to quality,
high interest books and time every day in class for silent
reading. This grant support is in addition to donor
earmarked gifts for Eugene International High School
received through EEF.
Your financial support can help us continue to provide
the kind of education we have been dedicated to for over
36 years. We are experiencing increasing difficulties in
keeping up the rich curriculum that makes Eugene International High School such a successful global learning
experience. Your donation to Eugene IHS would help us
fulfill our needs and replenish our funds for the future.
If you have not already made a gift this year, would you
consider doing so now?
Make your check payable to “Eugene IHS/EEF” and
mail it to Eugene Education Foundation, P.O. Box 1015,
Eugene, Oregon 97440. You can also contribute by credit
card or monthly bank transfers. For more information go to
https://eeflane.org or call 541-790-7744. Donors will
be appropriately acknowledged and all gifts are tax
deductible.

OTHER WAYS TO DONATE TO
EUGENE IHS:

Oregon Community Foundation IHS Alumni Fund:
http://oregoncf.org. Once there you can click on “For
Donors” to find out the different ways you can give back
to Eugene International High School, then contact the
Oregon Community Foundation at: (541)431-7099. The
Alumni Fund supports the Eugene IHS Travel Scholarship
which provides opportunities for student travel.
Eugene IHS Offices: You can always donate directly to
any Eugene IHS Office.
We appreciate your commitment to helping
Eugene International High School continue
to provide rich global learning experiences
for students in our community.

